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Holocaust Memorial Center Zekelman Family Campus 

Focused Inquiry – Holocaust Survivor Art 

Can art reflect the pain of the Holocaust? 

 

 

KL by Henry Friedman  

 

 

Fallen Soldiers by Henry Friedman 

 

Supporting Question 

1. How can Holocaust survivor art be used to understand the history of the Holocaust?



 

                          

Focused Inquiry – Holocaust Survivor Art 

 

Compelling Question 

Can art reflect the pain of the Holocaust? 

Standards 
ART.VA.IV.7.2; ART.VA.IV.8.2 - Articulate an understanding of the historical, social, and cultural 
contexts of artwork. 

Disciplinary 
Practice  

Art, Social Studies, Social Science, English, English Language Arts 

Staging the 
Question 

Students share a vacation experience and discuss how the experience was personally 
meaningful.  Students discuss how the sharing of experiences can have limitations.    

 

Supporting Question 

How can Holocaust survivor art be used to understand the history of the Holocaust? 

Formative Performance Task  

Visible Thinking Strategy and Think-Pair-Share to observe, discuss, and analyze two pieces of survivor art.   

Featured Sources 

Source A: KL - Sculpture by Henry Friedman 

Source B: Fallen Soldiers - Sculpture by Henry Friedman 

 

Summative 
Performance 
Task 

ARGUMENT: Students will construct an argument - through their observations, reflections and 
inquiry - that historical art, though limited, is useful to those seeking answers to historical questions 
through inquiry– or argue that it is not. Students will cite points from their observations and 
reflections to support their claim, specific to the artwork. 

EXTENSION:  Research the ghettos of the Holocaust. What are some other elements and details, 
accounts and experiences that extend the story which Mr. Friedman shares through his sculpture? 

 

Modifications 

English Language Learners: Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol (SIOP) eight components.  
Examine the checklist developed by Echevarria, Vogt, and Short (2015, 2017) 

Students with Disabilities:  Modifications identified by the National Endowment for the Arts (2015) 
and ArtShop are recommended.  

https://www.janaechevarria.com/?page_id=55
http://rutgersliteracycenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/MaryEllen-Vogt-SIOP-Model-Handout-Checklist-Rutgers.pdf
https://www.arts.gov/stories/blog/2015/visiting-museums-children-special-needs
https://artshoptherapy.com/blog/posts/tips-to-engage-students-with-disabilities-in-art/


 

                          

Overview 

Inquiry Description 

This inquiry focuses on examining two pieces of Holocaust survivor art to explore how art can express the pain 

of the Holocaust. The questions, tasks, and sources in this inquiry asks students to examine two sculptures 

created by a Holocaust survivor using Visual Thinking Strategies then use their observations to drive discussion 

and analysis during a Think-Pair-Share activity.  Students will be asked to use their analysis of the two sculptures 

to construct a claim that historical art, though limited, is useful to those seeking answers to historical questions 

through inquiry – or argue that it is not. 

This inquiry highlights the following standards. 

 ART.VA.III.7.1; ART.VA.III.7.2; ART.VA.III.8.1; ART.VA.III.8.2 - Critically observe, describe and analyze visual 
characteristics.  Interpret artwork searching for embedded meaning, function and personal connections. 

 ART.VA.IV.7.2; ART.VA.IV.8.2 - Articulate an understanding of the historical, social and cultural contexts of 
artwork. 

 WHG 7.2.3 - World War II and WHG 7.2.6 - Case Studies of Genocide 

 CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.7.1.A; CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.7.1.B; CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.8.1.A; CCSS.ELA-
LITERACY.W.8.1.B - Introduce claim(s), acknowledge alternate or opposing claims.  Support claim(s) with logical 
reasoning and relevant evidence. 

 C3 Framework Indicators:  D2.His.4.9-12 – Analyze complex and interacting factors that influenced 
perspectives of people during different historical eras; D2.His.5.9-12 – Analyze how historical contexts 
shaped and continue to shape people’s perspectives; Dimension 3 – Developing claims and using 
evidence 

This inquiry is expected to take one to two class periods. The inquiry time frame could expand if teachers think their 

students need additional instructional experiences (e.g., supporting questions, formative performance tasks, featured 

sources, writing). Teachers are encouraged to adapt the inquiry to meet the needs and interests of their particular 

students. This inquiry lends itself to differentiation and modeling of historical thinking skills while assisting students in 

reading the variety of sources.  

Structure of the Inquiry  

In addressing the compelling question, students will have a greater understanding how the pain of the Holocaust can be 

expressed through art.  The formative performance task provides students with an opportunity to practice the three-

step Visual Thinking Strategy technique to examine art and to participate in a Think-Pair-Share to discuss and analyze the 

survivor artwork with other students.  Ultimately, students take the information they acquired using Visual Thinking 

Strategies and through the Think-Pair-Share activity to develop and support a claim that historical art, though limited, is 

useful to those seeking answers to historical questions through inquiry – or argue that it is not. Students will reference 

specific components of the artwork to support their claim.   

  

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/7/1/a/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/7/1/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/8/1/a/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/8/1/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/8/1/b/


 

                          

Staging the Compelling Question 

 
Choose a student to share a time when they went on a special vacation – tell about the location and what they did while 
they were there. Share what was personally meaningful to them about this experience. Now, ask the student about 
another aspect of that location, such as the best place to buy snowshoes or go snowmobiling (adjust to the location), 
knowing these were not mentioned previously. With the student probably not able to answer these questions as he did 
not have these experiences reveals limitations to the inquiry. The inquiry by another cannot be satisfied through their 
experience as they do not correlate. Their feelings and circumstances were personal to them and, while very relevant 
and revealing in sharing an experience in that space, it is limited in the scope it can address, and will not be useful in 
helping to share about snow activities - or other aspects of that space - to another.  

 

The sharing of personal experiences, whether in story or art or other mediums, can have limitations, as they are, by 
nature, personal. Personal feelings and life circumstances are limited in how they can support and answer inquiry. We 
will look at two pieces of historical art work that will illustrate this point further.  

 

This task may be completed in a brief period of time, depending on how much overall time is available for the inquiry. If 

following the guidelines described in the inquiry overview (one or two 50-minute class periods), then this staging task 

would likely only last 10-15 minutes. 

 

  



 

                          

Supporting Question  
 

The supporting question asks, "How can Holocaust survivor art be used to understand the history of the Holocaust?”  

The featured sources include two works of art produced by a Holocaust survivor. 

 Source A: KL - Sculpture by Henry Friedman 

 Source B: Fallen Soldiers - Sculpture by Henry Friedman 

The foundation for the Formative Performance Task comes from two analytical frameworks for studying art – Structural 

Framework (analyzing style, symbolism, and structural elements) and Personal Framework (analyzing how art reflects 

the personal feelings, thinking and life circumstances of the artist, and how viewer interpretation is influenced by their 

life experiences). Both will be considered. 

Students will be shown two pieces of art by artist Henry Friedman – a Holocaust survivor. Through the use of 

observation and discussion driven by a Think-Pair-Share activity and the Visible Thinking Strategy, students will analyze 

these two historical sources and share their interpretations of what they see. Use the following sequence for this task: 

1) Students quietly view each piece one at a time, observing the use of various metals and symbols with each 

piece. 

2) Students will begin a Visual Thinking Routine – the 4Cs – connections, challenge, concepts and changes. 

Connections: - The teacher will ask – what connections do you make between the two pieces of art? What 

connections do you make between the art and other learning of the Holocaust? Open discussion. 

3) The teacher will move to Challenge in the 4Cs strategy: What ideas and assumptions do you wish to challenge 

from this art work? Students write their responses. They do not need to share at this time. 

4) The teacher will move to Concepts in the 4Cs strategy: What key concepts/ideas do you think are important and 

worth holding onto from your observation of this art work? Discuss with a partner. 

5) The teacher will move to Changes in the 4Cs strategy: What changes in attitudes, thinking or action are 

suggested by art work, either for you or others? Open discussion. 

6) Reflecting upon these responses, and in light of Mr. Friedman’s life circumstances and personal feelings, what 

are some possible limitations to the usefulness of historical inquiry into this art work? Discuss with a partner. 

This process will be done with each artwork and the teacher will decide how long to extend VTS. For more information 

on VTS: https://sjmusart.org/sites/default/files/files/Understanding%20Basics.pdf 

 
 
Additional Information on Visible Thinking Strategies: 
https://pz.harvard.edu/thinking-routines 

Source:  Ritchart, Church and Morrison, Making Thinking Visible (2011), Josey Bass, San Francisco, CA. 

 

 

 

https://sjmusart.org/sites/default/files/files/Understanding%20Basics.pdf
https://pz.harvard.edu/thinking-routines


 

                          

Modifications for English Language Learners may include various Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol (SIOP) 

strategies from the eight SIOP components such as: 

 Adapting content to all levels of student proficiency (Preparation) 

 Integrating lesson concepts with language practice opportunities (Preparation); Explicitly link past learning to 

new concepts (Building Background) 

 Using a variety of techniques to make concepts clear such as modeling and gestures (Comprehension Input); Use 

scaffolding techniques consistently (Strategies) 

 Use a variety of question types (Strategies) 

 Give opportunities for student to clarify key concepts (Interaction) 

 Provide activities to integrate all language skills (Practice/Application) 

 Pace the lesson appropriately (Lesson Delivery) 

 Provide feedback to students regularly (Review/Assessment)   

 

Modifications for Students with Disabilities may include recommendations from the National Endowment for the Arts 

(2015) and ArtShop such as the following: 

 Provide a copy of the artwork to look at prior to the formal lesson – talk together. Enlarge the photo, if possible, 

making the details clearer. 

 Mark on the artwork copy – circle, underline, x, cut out – as they answer questions asked of them about the art. 

This creates a more sensory-rich experience as they hold and “work” the art piece. 

 Provide personal modifications for student comfort during the lesson – weighted blankets, fidgets, headphones, 

etc. – while working with the art piece. This will allow the experience to be physically comfortable. 

 Allow students to answer – provide extra wait time, ask questions in a simple, concrete manner, focus on items 

they can see or relate to. Art is the perfect medium as there are so many answers that can be discovered to 

understanding the work. 

 Select a simple focus for the art piece – a theme that can be easily followed (color, shapes, light, dark, shadows, 

positioning of items, etc.) as you talk about the piece. This allows a continual thread to run through discovering 

more and more about the art. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://rutgersliteracycenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/MaryEllen-Vogt-SIOP-Model-Handout-Checklist-Rutgers.pdf
https://www.janaechevarria.com/?page_id=55
https://www.arts.gov/stories/blog/2015/visiting-museums-children-special-needs
https://www.arts.gov/stories/blog/2015/visiting-museums-children-special-needs
https://artshoptherapy.com/blog/posts/tips-to-engage-students-with-disabilities-in-art/


 

                          

 

 

KL 

Sculpture by Henry Friedman 

 

 

 

 

Supporting Question 

Featured Source  

A 
KL 

Sculpture by Henry Friedman 



 

                          

About Henry Friedman:  

Henry Friedman, originally from Rastenburg, Germany, portrays his experiences during the Holocaust through his metal 
sculptures. Friedman never considered himself to be an artist. In 1960, working as a trouble-shooter for a company in 
Garden City, he stumbled upon a pile of junk. As there was no work needing his attention, Friedman decided to 
experiment with the welding torch and scrap material, creating his first of many sculptures. That evening, he brought 
the small figurine home to his wife, Bess, who thought it was something her husband had purchased and asked where 
he had bought it. Amazed by its beauty and artistry, she encouraged him to weld some more the following day. The next 
evening, while Friedman was busy welding, his supervisor approached him and when he saw what he was creating, 
stopped him immediately. He condemned Friedman for working on art on company time, also arguing that his welding 
created a liability for the company. However, in the middle of “chewing him out,” his supervisor paused, examined his 
artwork, and asked if Friedman could make him one as well. In time, Friedman ended up crafting figurines for all of the 
supervisors to bring home to their families. He soon realized he could create something of a historical context, much 
greater than that of simple figurines. Today, he is an active member of the Metro Detroit community and continues to 
touch the lives of others through his volunteering and artwork. 

About the sculpture:  

KL is a piece describing the life of Henry Friedman and the lives of the Jewish people during the Holocaust. The sculpture 
is framed by armament, just as the Jews were surrounded by the armament possessed by the SS and Gestapo inside the 
Ghettos. At the top of the piece, there is a family enclosed inside a Jewish star. The star and Jewish family are engulfed 
by flames coming out of a swastika in the center of the sculpture. The people’s open mouths are crying for help; 
however, no help was to come for those inside the camps. At the bottom of the piece lies a gas chamber accompanied 
by misleading signs. Overhead, there is a skull symbolizing death in the extermination camps and atrocity of the Nazis. In 
the center of the piece, there is a hand with the letters “KL” inscribed. These letters are identical to those on Friedman 
that marked him as an inmate in a Konzentrationslager. “We were branded like cattle,” Friedman recalled. “Escape was 
impossible.” 

 

Additional Information: 

https://marxlayne.com/holocaust-memorial-center-observes-international-holocaust-remembrance-day/ 

https://www.lenconnect.com/article/20120817/NEWS/308179917 

 

 

 

 

 

https://marxlayne.com/holocaust-memorial-center-observes-international-holocaust-remembrance-day/
https://www.lenconnect.com/article/20120817/NEWS/308179917


 

                          

Supporting Question   

Featured Source  

B 

  

Fallen Soldiers 

Sculpture by Henry Friedman 

 

 

 

Fallen Soldiers 

Sculpture by Henry Friedman 

 



 

                          

About Henry Friedman:  

Henry Friedman, originally from Rastenburg, Germany, portrays his experiences during the Holocaust through his metal 
sculptures. As a Holocaust survivor, he has used his artwork as an outlet to describe and publicize his experiences. He 
continues to look to art as a unique form of expression; he believes that art is a very powerful, silent language that can 
communicates with people from every walk of life. Friedman feels that by creating sculptures of Holocaust Bible Stories 
he can educate others and provide guidance so that these crimes against humanity will never happen again. Today, 
Friedman’s work has received many awards and can be viewed at various museums across the Metro-Detroit area 
including the Holocaust Memorial Center. 
 

About the sculpture:   
Fallen Soldiers serves as a memorial to honor the American soldiers who gave their lives in World War II. The 
base is composed of rifle barrels that point towards the viewer, symbolizing the horror felt by those exiled by 
the Nazis. The front of the sculpture depicts an Extermination Camp containing a Gas Chamber and 
Crematorium; behind it lies two Jewish stars and a cross. These religious symbols are meant to represent the 
many religions practiced by those who lost their lives serving in the military. Above, lies a Solider Angel 
carrying the souls of the murdered people into Heaven. While the quote beside the angel reads, “Thou shall 
not kill,” Friedman believes it should state, “Thou shall not murder.” He believes there is a great contrast 
between the definition of “kill” and “murder.” “The Nazis were murderers,” Friedman states. He describes his 
artwork as an “armament of destruction made into art forms.” 

 

Additional Information: 

https://patch.com/michigan/berkley/holocaust-survivor-89-wins-best-of-show-in-royal-oak 

https://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/local/michigan/2018/01/23/holocaust-art-exhibit-farmington-hills/109736134/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://patch.com/michigan/berkley/holocaust-survivor-89-wins-best-of-show-in-royal-oak
https://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/local/michigan/2018/01/23/holocaust-art-exhibit-farmington-hills/109736134/


 

                          

Summative Performance Task - Overview for the Teacher 
 

Constructing an Argument 

 
At this point in the focused inquiry, students have examined two works of art from a Holocaust survivor, both sculptures 

in metal but different in approach. By comparing two historical pieces from the same artist, in the same medium but 

with different approach, students will construct an argument - through their observations, reflections and inquiry - that 

historical art, though limited, is useful to those seeking answers to historical questions through inquiry– or argue that it 

is not. Constructing a claim provides an opportunity for students to rigorously analyze sources and apply information 

and observation from those sources. The claim may be explicit and/or implicit. 

 

This response may take the form or forms that the teacher deems most appropriate for their students. For example, the 

claim could be in the form of a detailed outline, graphic organizer, poster, essay, video, or any other creative format the 

teacher and student may decide is best for constructing their claim and supporting it with evidence.  

 

This portion of the focused inquiry addresses Dimension 3 of the C3 Framework for Social Studies State Standards and 

the Developing Claims and Using Evidence section. If the claim is in the form of an essay or other reflective writing or 

oral presentation, it is important to examine the English Language Arts/Literacy Common Core Connections section of 

Dimension 3. 

 
 

Extension

 

Many American soldiers gave their lives in WWII during the liberation, as Mr. Friedman’s Fallen Soldiers historical piece 

acknowledges. View the following video of an American soldier describing personal experience in the liberation of the 

Buchenwald Concentration Camp: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5PwPAGwUqNg 

How is this soldier’s testimony represented in the symbols depicted in Mr. Freidman’s sculpture? 
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